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Understanding the mechanism of protective antibody recognition against highly pathogenic

avian influenza A virus H5N1 in humans is critical for the development of effective therapies

and vaccines. Here we report the crystal structure of three H5-specific human monoclonal

antibodies bound to the globular head of hemagglutinin (HA) with distinct epitope

specificities, neutralization potencies and breadth. A structural and functional analysis of

these epitopes combined with those reported elsewhere identifies four major vulnerable

sites on the globular head of H5N1 HA. Chimeric and vulnerable site-specific mutant

pseudoviruses are generated to delineate broad neutralization specificities of convalescent

sera from two individuals who recovered from the infection with H5N1 virus. Our results show

that the four vulnerable sites on the globular head rather than the stem region are the major

neutralizing targets, suggesting that during natural H5N1 infection neutralizing antibodies

against the globular head work in concert to provide protective antibody-mediated immunity.
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C
hina is one of the hubs for the emergence and
dissemination of highly pathogenic avian influenza
(HPAI) H5N1 viruses1–3. Since its first discovery in a

sick goose in Guangdong during the summer of 1996 (ref. 4),
HPAI H5N1 has caused frequent outbreaks in domestic poultry
farms across the country and resulted in millions of death among
chickens, ducks and geese5–7. With its unusual pathogenicity,
HPAI H5N1 has been exploring other species as hosts across
broader geographic frontiers8,9. Most notable was the concurrent
increase in the incidence of human infection as a result of direct
exposure to sick or dead poultry and wild birds7,10–12. The
infected human usually manifested severe respiratory symptoms
associated with an exceedingly high mortality of more than 60%
(refs 11,12). Mutations in several viral genes have been implicated
to increase viral capacity to replicate in a broader range of cell
types as well as to attenuate intracellular antiviral immunity13.
Fortunately, the current HPAI H5N1 strains are rather inefficient
in transmission in humans and in other mammals14. However,
recent ‘gain-of-function’ studies showed that by only a few
mutations the virus could become airborne transmission in ferrets
and guinea pigs15–17, raising the serious concerns about its
pandemic potential in the near future.

HPAI H5N1 strains isolated from humans worldwide represent
a divergent and evolving cluster of quasispecies and can be
broadly classified into 10 clades (clades 0–9)18. HPAI H5N1
strains identified in China are genetically and antigenically
distinct belonging to a previously uncharacterized clade (clade
2.3.4 or Fujian-like) and closely related with those avian
isolates in H5N1 genotype Z6,7,19. Antigenic analysis based on
hemagglutination inhibition (HI) and microneutralization assays
showed reactivity patterns that correlated with the clades or
genotypes identified through hemagglutinin (HA) gene
phylogeny7. The effect of hemagglutination inhibition and
microneutralization was largely mediated through the
interaction between antibodies and viral surface glycoprotein
HA. HA is a homotrimeric integral membrane glycoprotein and
forms spikes at the surface of the virion. Each monomer is
initially synthesized as a full-length precursor HA0 and then
cleaved into HA1 and HA2 subunits by host cell proteases. One
unique feature of HPAI H5N1 is the presence of polybasic
residues at the cleavage site allowing recognition by ubiquitous
proteases thereby promoting replication in diverse cell types7.
The HA1 subunit is primarily responsible for binding the virus to
cellular receptor sialic acid, while the HA2 subunit mediates
subsequent fusion between the viral envelope and the host cellular
endosomal membrane. The HA of HPAI H5N1 has acquired and
increased affinity for human a2, 6-linkage receptors and therefore
broadened its tropism to greater varieties of cell types13, although
other factors may also be involved20. Structurally, the HA1
subunit demonstrates a globular while the HA2 subunit adopts a
hairpin form composed of two antiparallel alpha-helixes21–24.

In influenza infection, neutralizing antibody responses against
HA play a critical role in protecting humans from infection and
disease progression25–27. Most neutralizing antibodies elicited by
seasonal influenza infection (H1 and H3) and influenza vaccines
target the globular head of HA and are in general strain- or clade-
specific due to the highly variable nature of targeted residues25–31.
Neutralizing antibodies against the relatively conserved stem
region are relatively rare, although some potent and broad
stem-specific neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have
been identified29–36. Through systematic analysis of H1- and
H3-specific neutralizing mAbs, five antigenic domains (Site A–E)
on the globular head of H3 HA and five antigenic sites (Sa, Sb,
Ca1, Ca2 and Cb) on the globular head of H1 HA have been well
defined and characterized21,23,24. Definition of these antigenic
domains/sites has provided structural and functional insights into

protective antibody recognition as well as the rationale for
optimizing vaccines to match circulating variants. However, our
current knowledge on antibody specificity elicited by HPAI H5N1
infection in human remains poorly understood. In particular, we
lack structural and functional understanding of antibody
recognition and their potential mechanisms of protection
during natural infection.

Here we report the systematic characterization of antibody
recognition of both neutralizing mAbs and polyclonal sera from
two individuals who recovered from HPAI H5N1 infection in
China. On the basis of five human neutralizing mAbs isolated
earlier by us from the two recovered individuals37,38, we first
solve the crystal structure of three representative mAbs bound to
the globular head of HA with distinct epitope specificities,
neutralization potencies and breadth. Structural and functional
analysis of these epitopes combined with those published
elsewhere identifies four major vulnerable sites (VS) on the
globular head of HPAI H5N1 HA. More importantly, we showed
that convalescent sera contained high levels of neutralizing
antibodies targeted to the four VS on the globular head instead of
the stem region, suggesting that during natural HPAI H5N1
infection neutralizing antibodies against the globular head
worked in concert to provide protective antibody-mediated
immunity. We believe that our findings have provided atomic
and holistic understanding of protective antibody immunity in
HPAI H5N1 recovered individuals and should assist us in the
rational design and optimization of therapeutics and vaccines
against HPAI H5N1 infection.

Results
Binding and neutralization specificity of five human mAbs. We
previously reported the isolation and characterization of five
human neutralizing mAbs (AVFluIgG01, AVFluIgG03, 65C6,
3C11 and 100F4) from two individuals AH06 and SZ06 who
recovered from HPAI H5N1 infection in 2006. AVFluIgG01 and
AVFluIgG03 were isolated through panning of an antibody phage
library derived from AH06 whereas 65C6, 3C11 and 100F4
were from immortalized memory B cells derived from SZ06
(refs 37,38). The HPAI H5N1 strains from the two individuals
showed 499% homology in their HA genes and grouped in the
same subclade 2.3.4 within H5N1 (ref. 39). We first studied the
neutralization potency and breadth of the five mAbs by testing
against a panel of 17 pseudoviruses bearing HA glycoprotein
from currently available major clades and subclades of H5N1
(Table 1). 65C6 and 100F4 exhibited the greatest potency
and breadth by inhibiting 15 of the 17 representative pseudo-
viruses with an average inhibitory concentratiion (IC50) of
0.012±0.010 and 0.031±0.020 mgml� 1, respectively.
AVFluIgG01 demonstrated similar breadth but compromised
potency with an average IC50 of 3.250±8.229 mgml� 1.
AVFluIgG03 had reasonably good potency with an average IC50

of 0.620±1.477 mgml� 1 but was only able to neutralize 11 out
the 17 pseudoviruses. 3C11, on the other hand, demonstrated the
poorest potency with an average IC50 of 9.950±18.474 mgmg� 1

and limited breadth.
To characterize the epitopes recognized by the five human

mAbs, we used each of the mAbs to positively select reactive
fragments from a combinatorial HA (A/Anhui/1/05) antigen
library displayed on the surface of yeast as previously described40.
Without exception, the selected fragments by all five mAbs fell
into the HA1 region, suggesting that the epitopes of these five
mAbs must be located within HA1 (Fig. 1a). Analysis of the
fragment sequence revealed that residues between I60 and G263
(F60–263) was the minimal stretch shared by all five mAbs. To
further map the epitopes, we generated a library of randomly
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mutated F60–263, incubated with each of the mAbs and sorted
for loss of binding to the antibody. Figure 1b illustrates the
selection and enrichment process for the mutant F60–263 library
that failed to bind to one of the mAbs AVFluIgG01. Increasing
proportion of the yeast clones failed to bind to AVFluIgG01 was
found from 0.41% for the first sort, to 3.18% for the second and to
20.16% for the third sort. The enriched clones after the third sort
were sequenced and the spatial positions of mutated residues
were analysed on the three-dimensional structure of A/Anhui/1/
05 HA (Supplementary Table 1). Residues buried underneath the

HA surface were discarded, while those exposed on the surface
were selected to build a panel of mutated pseudoviruses in the
context of clade 7 H5N1 A/Beijing/01/03. Among the total of 45
mutant pseudoviruses tested, 14 were found to confer resistance
to at least one of the mAbs, although variable impact was noticed
for each residue on different mAbs (Table 2). 65C6, 3C11 and
AVFluIgG01 shared similar neutralization profile against this
panel of pseudoviruses as mutations at similar set of residues such
as S126b, K165, R166, Y168 and T171 resulted in a similar trend
of decline in their neutralizing activities. Of note, T171A

Table 1 | Neutralization breadths and potencies of the five mAbs and convalescent sera.

Virus strain Clades IC50 (lgml� 1) ID50dilutions

65C6 100F4 3C11 AVFluIgG01 AVFluIgG03 SZ06 AH06

A/Hong Kong/156/1997 0 0.005 0.05 0.018 0.066 0.008 3,202 664
A/Thailand/(KAN-1)/2004 1 0.029 0.067 ND 0.045 ND 6,231 1,957
A/Indonesia/5/2005 2.1.3.2 0.004 0.013 0.167 0.052 4.752 8,613 1,736
A/Turkey/65596/2006 2.2.1 0.002 0.004 0.118 0.006 1.861 8,598 2,562
A/common magpie/Hong Kong/5052/2007 2.3.2.1 0.034 0.066 ND 30.25 ND 225 160
A/Shenzhen/406H/2006 2.3.4 0.02 0.052 2.631 0.012 0.002 7,225 2,681
A/chicken/Guangxi/12/2004 2.4 0.005 0.015 6.85 12.667 ND 2,527 2,630
A/chicken/Korea/es/2003 2.5 0.005 0.016 1.047 0.016 ND 4,270 5,010
A/silky chicken/Hong Kong/SF189/2001 3 0.011 0.022 5.183 0.008 0.069 13,394 7,800
A/goose/Guiyang/337/2006 4 0.025 0.019 ND 5.556 ND 912 307
A/duck/Guangxi/1378/2004 5 0.005 0.021 0.379 0.019 0.009 16,932 16,329
A/blackbird/Hunan/1/2004 6 0.007 0.033 29.422 0.015 0.004 3,975 10,537
A/Beijing/01/2003 7 0.006 0.037 0.14 0.008 0.003 8,237 7,491
A/Chicken/Vietnam/NCVD-03/08 7.1 ND ND ND ND 0.069 2,235 1,392
A/Chicken/Vietnam /NCVD-16/08 7.1 ND ND ND ND 0.03 3,022 951
A/chicken/Henan/16/2004 8 0.014 0.036 11.257 0.026 ND 3,447 25,381
A/goose/Shantou/1621/2005 9 0.007 0.011 62.192 0.002 0.018 12,768 8,681
VSVG ND ND ND ND ND ND ND
Average 0.012 0.031 9.950 3.250 0.620 6,224 5,663
s.d. 0.010 0.020 18.474 8.229 1.477 4,711 6,732

mAb, monoclonal antibody; ND, not detected.
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Figure 1 | Epitope mapping of five mAbs based on the combinatorial HA library displayed on the surface of yeast. (a) Alignment of selected HA

fragments by the five mAbs along the A/Anhui/1/2005 full-length HA glycoprotein. Each green horizontal line represents a single selected fragment. The

fragment sequence between residues at positions I60 and G263 (F60–263), the minimal stretch shared and recognized by all five mAbs, is indicated by

vertical dashed lines. (b) Enrichment process for F60–263 mutants that failed to bind to AVFluIgG01. The wild-type clone indicates yeast clone expressing

the wild-type F60–263 and the unsorted library refers to the mutated F60–263 library before the selection and sorting process.
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mutation changed residue sequence from NNT to NNA that
resulted in the removal of an N-linked glycosylation site
(Supplementary Fig. 1). AVFluIgG03 and 100F4, on the other
hand, demonstrated different neutralization profiles as each
recognized a distinct set of critical residues; E130, S133, K156 and
N159 for AVFluIgG03, and D77 and E119 for 100F4 (Table 2).
Reduced neutralizing activities appeared to correlate with
decreased binding of mAbs to the cell surfaced-expressed HA
molecules (Supplementary Fig. 2) but not receptor avidity
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Taken together, these results suggested
that the epitope specificity of the five mAbs can be broadly
classified into three distinct regions on the globular head of HA1
represented by that recognized by 65C6, AVFluIgG03 and 100F4.
Of note, four residues (P125H, S126bF, S133L and K156T)
demonstrated some degree of cross effect on the mAbs.

Crystal structures of epitope specificity. To precisely determine
epitope specificity, we selected three representative mAbs 65C6,
AVFluIgG03 and 100F4 for crystal structural analysis. From the
antigen side, we chose an HA1 fragment between residue D55
and E271 (F55–271) largely due to its short length while main-
taining the strongest binding to the three mAbs (Supplementary
Fig. 4). We first expressed F55–271 and determined its crystal
structure at a resolution of 1.5 Å (Supplementary Figs 4 and 5)
(Table 3). The F55–271 fragment showed the same three-
dimensional fold as that of the A/Anhui/1/05 HA ectodomain
(Supplementary Fig. 4)41 with an overall root mean square
deviation of 0.92Å for the 213 Ca pairs.

We then went further to generate the complexes of F55–271
with the Fab of 65C6, AVFluIgG03 or 100F4 and determined
their structures at a resolution of 3.0, 3.05 and 2.8 Å, respectively
(Table 3 and supplementary Fig. 5). Figure 2a shows the structure
of F55–271 in complex with the Fab of 65C6. Superimposition of
this complex onto the A/Anhui/1/05 HA trimer showed that
65C6 bound near the membrane-distal end of the HA spike
(Fig. 2b), just on the back of the receptor-binding site (RBS). As a
typical heavy chain-dominant–binding type, the contacting
residues buried 642Å2 surface on HA1, and 662 and 42Å2

surface on the heavy and light chain of 65C6, respectively. Among
the three complementarity determining regions (CDRs) H1, H2
and H3, the 22-residue long CDR-H3 was dominant in the
binding by contributing 66% of buried surface. The

conformational epitope of 65C6 consisted of 18 contacting
residues from loop 121–129 and b-strand 162–171 in the receptor
binding subdomain (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Table 2),
including residues P125, S126b, K165, R166, Y168 and T171
that were identified through the random mutagenesis study
(Table 2). The long heavy chain stretched parallel with the
b-strand 162–171 and the loop 121–129 of the F55–271, forming
hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions. For example, F104 of
CDR-H3 formed hydrophobic interactions with the P125 and
R166 residues, D55 of CDR-H2 interacted with K165 through a
salt-bridge, and G106 main chain atoms of CDR-H3 formed
hydrogen bonds with Y168 and T171 (Supplementary Fig. 6A).
Finally, the 18 residues within the epitope demonstrated a
substantial degree of sequence conservation with an average of
91.9% homology among the 1,663 sequences of H5N1 HA from
various clades and subclades currently available in the database
(Supplementary Table 3). The strong potency and breadth
demonstrated by 65C6 could therefore be explained by its target
conservation compared with those of other mAbs.

Figure 2d shows the structure of F55–271 in complex with the
Fab of AVFluIgG03. Superimposition onto the A/Anhui/1/05 HA
trimer showed that AVFluIgG03 is bound to the RBS at the
membrane-distal end of the HA spike (Fig. 2e). The binding
buried 761Å2 surface on HA1, and 514 and 312Å2 surface on the
heavy and light chain of AVFluIgG03, respectively. The CDR-H3
of AVFluIgG03 was also 22-residue long and inserted into the
receptor-binding pocket, interacting with the 130 loop, 150 loop,
190 helix and 220 loop of HA1 (Supplementary Fig. 6B). The
CDR-L1 and CDR-L2 loops further interacted with the 130 and
150 loops, thereby stabilizing the insertion of CDR-H3 into the
pocket (Supplementary Fig. 6B). The epitope of AVFluIgG03
consisted of 17 external residues in the RBS including E130, S133,
K156 and N159 identified through the random mutagenesis study
(Fig. 2f and Supplementary Table 2). This result was in complete
agreement with our previous finding that AVFluIgG03 neutra-
lized the virus by directly blocking the attachment of the virus to
the host cell42. Furthermore, the 18 residues within the epitope
had about 84.8% conservation (Supplementary Table 3),
significantly less than that of 65C6 (91.9%) and providing
explanation for its limited breadth in neutralization (Table 1).

Figure 2g shows the structure of F55–271 in complex with the
Fab of 100F4. On the A/Anhui/1/05 HA trimer, the epitope of
100F4 was located right below that of 65C6, across the receptor-
binding and vestigial esterase subdomain of HA1 (Fig. 2h). The
complex interface occupied 1,041Å2 surface on HA1, and 620
and 475Å2 surface on the heavy and light chain of 100F4,
respectively. All six CDRs of 100F4 were involved in the
interaction with F55–271, and the epitope consisted of 21
residues (Fig. 2i and Supplementary Table 2). Among these
residues, single mutations on D77 and E119 nearly abolished the
neutralization activity of 100F4 by disrupting the hydrogen bonds
formed between D77 and H54 of CDR-H2 and between E119 and
S34 of CDR-L1 (Supplementary Fig. 6C). Finally, the 21 residues
had similar degree of conservation (93.2%) compared with that of
65C6 (91.9%) and providing explanation for its strong potency
and breadth (Table 1).

Four major VS on the globular head of H5 HA. With atomic
structural information on the epitope of the three representative
mAbs 65C6, AVFluIgG03 and 100F4, we went further to study
their sequence and spatial relationship with those published
elsewhere to see whether there were any preferred sites of
recognition on H5 HA1 (Supplementary Table 4). There was only
one other neutralizing mAb against the globular head of H5 had
been structurally characterized and, in this case, a murine-derived

Table 2 | Impact of single residue mutation on pseudovirus
sensitivity to antibody neutralization.

Mutation IC50 (folds increase relative to wild type)

65C6 3C11 AVFluIgG01 AVFluIgG03 100F4

I124T � � 450 � �
P125H � 450 450 � 2.7
S126bY 2.8 450 450 � �
S126bF � � 450 � 2.1
K165E 29.2 450 450 � �
R166G 2.8 3.8 5.5 � �
Y168H 3.3 450 19.5 � �
T171A 2.7 450 450 � �
E130D � � � 450 �
S133L � 3.4 � 450 �
K156T � 3.8 � 450 �
N159K � � � 450 �
D77G � � � � 450
E119K � � � � 450

‘‘� ‘‘ indicates less than two fold changes relative to the wild type.
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mAb, H5M9 (ref. 43). When superimposed onto the A/Anhui/1/
05 HA trimer, H5M9 recognized an epitope located on a vestigial
esterase subdomain of HA1, distinct from those of 65C6,
AVFluIgG03 and 100F4 (Fig. 3a). The H5M9 epitope posi-
tioned right below that of 100F4 although there were some
overlaps between the two (Fig. 3b). In particular, when the rest of
the published epitope sequences were aligned with that of 65C6,
AVFluIgG03, 100F4 and H5M9, the majority were found to be
either covered in or adjacent to the epitopes of the four mAbs
(Fig. 3c). These results indicated that the four structurally defined
epitopes of the four mAbs appeared to represent the core
recognition of all published human and mouse mAbs. We
therefore integrated these epitopes into four major vulnerable
sites (VS1–4) on the globular head of HA by taking into account
sequence similarity as well as spatial proximity to the four distinct
epitopes of 65C6, AVFluIgG03, 100F4 and H5M9, analogous to
those antigenic domains/sites identified for H1 and H3 influ-
enza21,23,24. The surface area for each antigenic site was calculated
based on the residue composition in the context of three-
dimensional structure of A/Anhui/1/05 HA. VS1 was estimated to
occupy 1,422Å2 surface on globular head; VS2 1,322Å2; VS3
1,110Å2; and VS4 1,373Å2. The total surface area for VS1–4
constitutedB52% of the globular head and 30% of A/Anhui/1/05
HA ectodomain.

Figure 3d shows the sequence, location and spatial relationship
of the four VS on the A/Anhui/1/05 HA trimer. VS1 (green) and
VS2 (purple) were located within the receptor-binding subdo-
main near the membrane-distal end of the HA spike. VS2

completely covered the RBS, while VS1 occupied the opposite
side of the same HA molecule. VS3 positioned at the boundary of
the receptor-binding and vestigial esterase subdomain, whereas
VS4 was located exclusively in the vestigial esterase subdomain.
In general, the distribution pattern of the four VS on H5 HA was
quite similar to the antigenic domains/sites of H3 and H1 HAs
(Fig. 3e,f). VS1 corresponded to Site A on H3 and Sa on H1, and
VS2 to Site B on H3 and Sb on H1. VS3 corresponded to Site E on
H3 and Cb on H1, and VS4 to Site C on H3. However, some
uniqueness was also found among these sites for H5, H3 and H1.
For example, Site D found at the interface between the two
different monomers on H3 HA was lacking on H5 HA. While the
complete RBS (130 loop, 190 helix and 220 loop) was defined as a
part of VS2 on H5 HA, the same RBS was divided into two parts
(Site A and B) on H3 HA23,24. Similarly, loop 77–83 and loop
140–149 within the same VS3 on H5 HA were separated into the
two antigenic sites on H1 and H3 HAs21,23,24. Nevertheless, these
differences may only reflect availability of different sets of mAbs
in defining these sites rather than the genuine differences in
antigenicity among H5, H3 and H1 HAs.

Four VS are targeted in convalescent human. To study the
in vivo relevance of the four VS defined above, we collected the
convalescent sera from two individuals AH06 and SZ06 from
whom five human mAbs were initially isolated. We first tested
their neutralization potency and breadth against the panel of 17
pseudoviruses bearing HA glycoprotein from currently available

Table 3 | Data collection and refinement statistics.

F55-271 65C6 Fab-F55-271 AVFLuIgG03 Fab-F55-271 100F4 Fab-F55-271

Data collection*
Space group P61 P22121 P6 P212121

Cell dimensions
a, b, c (Å) 93.6, 93.6, 48.4 63.5, 93.0, 134.0 132.7, 132.7, 88.0 88.1, 101.2, 206.3
a, b, g (�) 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 120 90, 90, 90

Resolution (Å) 50-1.50 (1.53–1.50) 50–3.00 (3.07–3.00) 50–3.05 (3.10–3.05) 50–2.80 (2.86–2.80)
Rmerge 0.058 (0.321) 0.127 (0.736) 0.194 0.143 (0.624)
Rp.i.m.

w 0.020 (0.227) 0.057 (0.331) 0.083 (0.730) 0.076 (0.323)
I/sI 32.2 (3.7) 13.9 (3.0) 12.1 (1.3) 10.5 (2.5)
Completeness (%) 98.2 (84.5) 99.8 (100) 100 (100) 99.8 (99.7)
Redundancy 8.4 (2.9) 5.8 (6.0) 7.2 (7.0) 4.3 (4.5)
CC1/2 0.857 0.807 0.560 0.750

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 30.6–1.50 31.1–3.00 38.9–3.05 40.5–2.82
No. Reflections 38,181 16,304 16,857 45,011
Rwork/Rfree (%) 16.8/19.0 21.5/26.9 19.9/25.7 20.8/25.7

No. atoms
Protein 1,742 4,894 4,703 9,784
Glycan 28 28 28
Water 290 302

B-factors
Protein 21.3 65.9 63.6 32.5
Glycan 38.3 64.7 27.7
Water 35.5 27.7

r.m.s. deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.007 0.011 0.009 0.010
Bond angles (�) 1.108 1.383 1.350 1.385

r.m.s., root mean square.
*Numbers in brackets indicate values for the outermost resolution shell.
wFor Rp.i.m. definition see (Philip Evans 2006, Acta Crystallographica Section D).
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major clades and subclades within H5N1 (Table 1). Both serum
samples showed high degrees of potency and breadth although
variable effect was found for different viral strains. In terms of
inhibitory dilution (ID50), SZ06 was on average 6,224±4,711,
whereas AH06 was 5,663±6,732 dilutions. Among all the pseu-
doviruses studied, clade 2.3.2.1 (A/common magpie/Hong Kong/
5052/2007) was the least sensitive to both sera and thus used later
on to study the major targets for broadly neutralizing antibodies
in the convalescent sera (see below).

To further delineate the major targets of broad and potent
neutralizing activity in the two sera, the yeast library expressing
the random fragments of A/Anhui/1/05 HA was incubated with
AH06 or SZ06 serum, positively sorted for the reactive fragments
by FACS and analysed for their sequences along the full-length
HA as previously described40. The selected fragments were

located in both HA1 and HA2 (Fig. 4a). Those in the HA1 were
rather long and similar in length and location to those selected by
the five mAbs (Figs 1a and 4a). In contrast, those fragments in
HA2 were relatively short. Sequence analysis of selected
fragments in HA1 revealed consensus region from residues D53
to G263, virtually overlapping with the entire globular head of
HA (Fig. 4b). On the hand other, the consensus sequence in HA2
covered a stretch of residues from Q62 to Q125, corresponding to
the long-alpha helix and a previously designed immunogen in
inducing protection against divergent influenza subtypes such as
H3N2, H1N1 and H5N1 in a mouse model44. These results
suggested that binding activity of AH06 and SZ06 sera were
largely dominated by those targeting to the globular head in HA1
and the long-alpha helix structure in HA2. It needs to be noted,
however, that some antigenic regions within HA might have been
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lost by the fragmentation process during library construction. We
have to bear this caveat in mind when interpreting the data.

To further evaluate the relative contribution of the dominant-
binding antibody to overall sera neutralization, we generated six
HA head/stem chimeric viruses based on four parental strains
that were either sensitive (A/Indonesia/5/2005, A/Shenzhen/
406H/2006 and A/duck/Guangxi/1378/2004) or resistant
(A/common magpie/Hong Kong/5052/2007) to AH06 and SZ06
sera neutralization as described before45. For each serum sample,
two sets of HA head/stem chimeric viruses were tested to ensure

the genuine representation of the results and to minimize the
potential confounding effects due to strain selection. As shown in
Fig. 4c,e, when the globular head of an insensitive strain
(A/common magpie/Hong Kong/5052/2007, labelled in black)
was replaced with that from the sensitive strain (A/Indonesia/5/
2005 or A/duck/Guangxi/1378/2004, labelled in red), the
resultant chimeric viruses (labelled in blue) became sensitive to
AH06 sera neutralization. Increases in sensitivity measured by
ID50 could be as high as 7- to 61-fold, approaching to levels
comparable to the parental sensitive strains. In contrast, when the
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stem region was replaced in the same fashion (labelled in green),
negligible changes were found in neutralization sensitivity.
Similarly, head replacement from the sensitivity strains
(A/Shenzhen/406H/2006 or A/duck/Guangxi/1378/2004, labelled
in red) also rendered insensitive strain (A/common magpie/Hong
Kong/5052/2007, labelled in black) sensitive to SZ06 sera
neutralization (Fig. 4d,f). In terms of ID50, it increased
approximately 38- to 49-fold and close to that of parental
sensitive viruses. Replacement of stem region, however, had little if
not at all impact on viral sensitivity to SZ06 sera neutralization
(labelled in green). These results indicated that the globular head,
not the stem region, was the dominant region recognized by the
broad and potent neutralizing antibodies in convalescent sera
from AH06 and SZ06.

Next, we asked whether the four VS identified on the globular
head were preferentially recognized by the convalescent sera. To
this end, we tested serum-neutralizing activity against a panel of
VS-specific mutant pseudoviruses with either single or multiple
residue substitutions. We reasoned that if a pseudovirus with
mutations in any of VS became less susceptible to serum
neutralization compared with the parental strain, the serum
should contain the neutralizing antibodies targeting the corre-
sponding site. We first tested the neutralizing activity of AH06
and SZ06 serum against the 14 mutant pseudoviruses used to
map the epitope specificity of the five mAbs (Table 2). As shown
in Fig. 4g,k, a single substitution S126bF within VS1 and D77G
within VS3 rendered the pseudoviruses about 26- and 35-fold less
sensitive to AH06 serum compared with the parental strain. To a
lesser extent, single substitutions at K165E within VS1 and K156T
within VS2 also reduced viral sensitivity to AH06 serum about 6-
and 4-fold, respectively. For SZ06 serum, K156T within VS2, and
D77G within VS3 were able to reduce viral sensitivity about 12-
and 8-fold, respectively (Fig. 4h,k). In addition, we investigated
whether naturally occurring variations within the four VS could
also change the viral sensitivity to AH06 and SZ06 serum
neutralization. Analysis of HA sequences from the 17 pseudo-
viruses representing the major clades and subclades within H5N1
revealed genetic polymorphisms in VS1–4 that were potentially
associated with the altered sensitivity to serum neutralization
(Supplementary Table 5–8). We have, therefore, constructed
pseudoviruses with selected natural mutations and tested their
changes to AH06 and SZ06 serum neutralization (Fig. 4i,j,k).
Specifically, the triple-mutant R62Kþ S133LþR166K located in
VS1, VS2 and VS4 combined resulted in 2- and 11-fold more
resistance to AH06 and SZ06 serum neutralization, respectively.
Another triple-mutant L142QþR144Nþ P145S located in
VS3-rendered pseudovirus about 10- and 4-fold more resistance
to AH06 and SZ06 serum neutralization, respectively. It needs to
be noted that L142QþR144NþP145S mutations resulted
in addition of an N-linked glycosylation site and might have
played a role in conferring resistance to AH06 and SZ06
sera (Supplementary Fig. 1). Taken together, these results
indicated that the four VS defined on the globular head
were the major targets for neutralizing antibodies in the
convalescent sera.

Discussion
We report here the structural and functional analysis of antibody
responses in two convalescent individuals in China from clade
2.3.4 HPAI H5N1 infection. The uniqueness of our study lies in
the comprehensive approach to characterize and connect
monoclonal and polyclonal antibody responses from the same
individuals to provide more complete understanding of protective
antibody response against HPAI H5N1 infection in human. At
the mAb level, we provided atomic details of three epitopes

recognized by three representative human-neutralizing mAbs out
of the five we isolated earlier37,38. Built on the epitopes identified
here and integrating with those reported elsewhere, we were able
to define antibody recognition into four major VS on the globular
head of HA, analogous to those identified antigenic sites/domains
for H1 and H3 influenza21,23,24. At the polyclonal antibody level,
the binding activities were clearly directed to both the globular
head in HA1 and the long-alpha helix of HA2. The majority of
neutralizing antibody response, however, was clearly mediated by
globular head-targeted antibodies. Within the globular head, the
four VS were indeed recognized in a fashion similar to that by the
mAbs isolated from the same patients. Our study has, therefore,
provided solid evidence from both an atomic and a holistic
perspective that the globular head rather than the stem are the
major neutralizing targets and likely provide protective antibody-
mediated immunity during nature infection.

It has been well argued that the HA glycoprotein is a moving
target in the face of antibody response. Antigenic drift frequently
occurs on the globular head of HA during infection and
transmission to facilitate viral escape from antibody neutraliza-
tion25–27,46. A major question remains on how the antibody
response copes with such high degree of antigenic drift to provide
protective immunity. To this end, we have compared the
specificity and mode of recognition by antibodies against
various HA subtypes by docking all the HA-antibody structures
solved to date onto A/Anhui/1/05 HA (Supplementary Fig. 7).
We found that antibody recognition was directed to both HA1
and HA2. While all stem antibodies converged into one major
site, head antibodies tended to approach HA in four major ones
and each of which correlated with one of the four major
‘vulnerable sites’ defined in the current study. As these targets
demonstrated variable degree of genetic polymorphism, it is
expected that different mAb may offer different degree of
protective potential. In fact, this hypothesis is strongly
supported in the experimental animals and implicated in
human studies33–35,37,38,42,47. However, in a given infected
individual, mAbs targeted at different sites were expected to
work in concert to minimize or prevent viral escape from
neutralization. Only through collective effort, the antibody
response could provide timely and long-lasting protective
immunity against the highly drifted and moving target of
influenza. On the flip side, it also implies that viruses would
have to acquire mutations in all major epitopes before becoming
fully capable of escaping from antibody recognition in vivo.
Indeed, such collective mutations in multiple antigenic sites were
found during the turnover of different influenza epidemics23.

The structural insights into the antibody specificity also
indicated distinct mechanisms of neutralization among the
different mAbs. As epitope of AVFluIgG03 completely over-
lapped with RBS, the neutralization mechanism of AVFluIgG03
would be expected to directly block virus binding. In fact, we
compared the structural similarity between the recognition of the
RBS by AVFluIg03 and other mAbs (CH65, C05 and S139/1)
targeting the same site48–50 and found all these mAbs interacting
with the RBS through receptor mimicry, although the actual
interacting residues differed from antibody to antibody
(Supplementary Fig. 8). However, S139/1, previously showed to
have broad reactivity against multiple HA subtypes, failed to have
detectable activity against the H5 HA studied here
(Supplementary Fig. 9). In contrast, epitopes of 65C6 and
100F4 were located away from RBS and their major mode of
action would therefore be expected at steps after receptor binding.
In fact, this hypothesis was in complete agreement with our
mechanistic studies on these mAbs reported earlier42. Similarly,
as the epitope of murine mAb H5M9 and stem antibodies was
located further to the membrane-proximal end of H5 HA, the
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major mode of their neutralization would be expected to act on
steps after the virus binding to its receptor, although other modes
of action could not be fully excluded43. Taken together, the
collective nature of mAbs on neutralization, and by inference the
polyclonal antibodies, was not only reflected on the recognition of
distinct epitopes per se but also on inhibiting multiple steps
during viral entry. Temporal and spatial coordination to block
multiple steps during entry would be expected to provide the best
protective immunity possible against the moving target of
influenza.

We believe that the results from our study have direct
implications for the development and optimization of vaccines
against HPAI H5N1 and other influenza viruses in general.
Current influenza vaccines based on the inactivated or live
attenuated influenza variants aim to elicit neutralizing antibody
responses against the major antigenic sites on the globular head of
HA. In most cases, however, the vaccines have relatively poor
immunogenicity reflected by relative low titres of neutralizing
antibodies induced in vaccinated individuals particularly in the
elderly26,51,52. With the help of novel adjuvant such as MF59,
significant increases in neutralizing antibody titres were found
largely due to expanded and enhanced antibody recognition from
HA2 to the globular head of HA1 (refs 26,53,54). This finding was
supportive of our profiling studies on convalescent sera from the
two individuals where binding antibodies were found to both
HA1 and HA2, while the major neutralizing antibodies were
confined to the globular head of HA1 (Fig. 4). Although HA2
sequences are more conserved and are currently being developed
for ‘universal’ influenza vaccines, in some cases, vaccine-induced
HA2-specific antibodies were also shown to promote virus fusion
and enhance influenza respiratory disease55. These findings
indicate that, in both vaccination and natural infection, HA2
may exert a dominant-negative effect on the induction of
neutralizing antibodies against the globular head of HA1.
Future vaccine strategies targeting at HA2 would need to
identify and eliminate these adverse elements. On the other
hand, vaccine strategies built on the structurally intact globular
head of HA1 would be expected to have stronger immunogenicity
in inducing protective neutralizing antibodies than the current
forms of influenza vaccines based on intact HA glycoprotein.
While some preliminary results supported these hypotheses 56–58,
definitive conclusions would require more thorough and
systematic investigations preferably in human studies.

Methods
Ethics statement. The study was carried out in strict accordance with Chinese
rules and regulations for the protection of human subjects. Institutional Ethical
Committee at Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital, Shenzhen, China approved the
study. The study subjects provided the written informed consents for the research
use of their blood samples.

Convalescent serum samples and mAbs. The convalescent blood samples were
obtained from two individuals AH06 and SZ06 B4 and 6 months after onset of
disease, respectively. HPAI H5N1 isolated from both individuals fell into the same
subclade 2.3.4 within the H5N1 (refs 7,39). AH06 was a 26-year-old female from
Anhui province who became infected in early February 2006 following contact with
diseased poultry7. SZ06 was a previously healthy 31-year-old male van driver from
Shengzhen in Guangdong province. He was confirmed HPAI H5N1 infected
through a reverse transcriptase–PCR assay and H5N1 virus was isolated from a
tracheal aspirate in June 2006 (ref. 7). During the first 2 weeks after the onset of
symptom, SZ06 was treated with oseltamivir and three 200-ml transfusion of AH06
convalescent plasma at the Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital, Shenzhen, China39.
mAbs AVFulgG01 and AVFulgG03 were isolated through panning of a Fab
antibody phage library derived from AH06, whereas 65C6, 3C11 and 100F4 were
screened from memory B cells derived from SZ06 (refs 37,38).

Production and purification of human mAbs. The heavy and light chain genes of
each mAb were cloned into the antibody expression vector containing the constant
regions of human immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1). Full-length IgG1 were expressed by

transient transfection of 293 T cells originally obtained from ATCC, purified by
affinity chromatography using Protein A agarose (Pierce,Thermo), and titered by
BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific).

Epitope mapping of mAbs by yeast surface display. Epitope mapping of the five
mAbs was carried out at both domain and residue levels based on the yeast surface
display library as previously reported40. Briefly, the combinatorial fragment library
was stained with each of the mAb and positively sorted by FACS using Aria II (BD,
USA). The sorted positive yeast clones displaying the respective antigenic
fragments were harvested and the plasmids encoding the corresponding fragments
were extracted and subjected to sequencing and sequence analysis. Once the
domain level of recognition had been identified, the corresponding gene fragment
was used to generate additional library using error-prone PCR. Specifically,
PCR-amplified random mutagenesis library was gel purified and cloned into yeast
surface display vector. The cloned products were then transformed into competent
yeast cell line EBY100 using electroporation. The yeast library was induced and
incubated with each of the five mAbs and negatively sorted for loss of binding.
Anti-cmyc tag antibody was used as a control.

Generation of wild-type and mutated pseudoviruses. Pseudoviruses bearing the
wild-type HA glycoprotein from currently available major clades and subclades of
H5N1 were constructed and were previously reported37,42. Pseudoviruses with
single or multiple mutations were generated by site-directed mutagenesis in the
context of clade 7 H5N1 A/Beijing/01/03. Site-directed mutagenesis was conducted
according to the instruction manual of QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit (Stratagene Catalogue #200523). Head/stem chimeric pseudoviruses were
prepared by overlapping PCR between the sensitive (A/Indonesia/5/2005,
A/Shenzhen/406H/2006 and A/duck/Guangxi/1378/2004) and the resistant
(A/common magpie/Hong Kong/5052/2007) strains to AH06 and SZ06 serum
neutralization. In the head/stem chimeras, the head region consisted of HA1
segment between residues 52 and 277, and the stem included the HA2 and two
segments from HA1 between residues 1–41 and 275–329. The numbering system
used in this manuscript was based on H3 viruses. To improve the production of
pseudoviruses, the codon-optimized HA were used throughout the experiments.

Pseudovirus-based neutralization assay. Pseudovirus-based neutralization assay
was conducted as previously described37,42. Briefly, MDCK cells (3� 103 cells per
well) were seeded onto 96-well plate in complete DMEM overnight. Serially,
twofold dilutions of each mAb or serum sample were incubated with pseudovirus
at the final volume of 100 ml at 37 �C for 1 h before added to the seeded MDCK.
The relative luciferase activity was measured after 48 h by the BrightGlo Luciferase
assay according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Promega, USA). Titration
curves were generated using sigmoid dose response of nonlinear fit from
GraphPad, and inhibitory concentration (IC50) and inhibitory dilution (ID50)
values were determined where 50% reduction of relative luciferase activity was
identified.

Production of globular head and Fab and their complexes. The globular head of
H5 HA was expressed using the Bac-to-Bac baculovirus expression system (Invi-
trogen). The DNA fragment corresponding to residues D55 and E271 (F55-271) of
the A/Anhui/1/2005 HA was inserted into a pFastBac dual vector (Invitrogen),
with an N-terminal gp67 signal peptide to facilitate secretion and a C-terminal
6-His tag for purification. The recombinant bacmids were transfected into Sf9
insect cells using Cellfectin II Reagent (Invitrogen). Secreted globular head protein
in the cell supernatants was captured by nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) resin,
eluted with 500mM imidazole, and then further purified by size exclusion
chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (GE Health Care). The Fab fragment
was produced by digesting full-length 65C6, 100F4 and AVFluIgG03 IgG with
papain for 5 h using Pierce Fab Preparation Kit (Thermo #44985) and further
purified by gel filtration (Superdex 200 column, GE Health Care). The globular
head and Fab complexes were generated by mixing the two components together,
incubated on ice for 1 h and purified by size exclusion chromatography on a
Superdex 200 column (GE Health Care).

Crystallization of globular head alone and complex with Fab. Purified globular
head monomer was concentrated to 20mgml� 1 in HEPES-Buffered Saline (HBS)
buffer (10mM HEPES pH 7.2, 150mM NaCl) for crystallization. Crystals were
successfully grown at room temperature by vapour diffusion in sitting drops
composed of equal volumes of protein solution and reservoir solution containing
0.08M magnesium acetate tetrahydrate, 0.05M sodium cacodylate trihydrate
pH6.5, and 30% w/v polyethylene glycol 4,000. The globular head and Fab complex
was collected and concentrated to B20mgml� 1 in HBS buffer (10mM HEPES,
pH 7.2, 150mM NaCl) for crystallization. Crystals were successfully grown using
sitting drop vapour diffusion method as that for the globular head monomer. The
crystals of globular head and 65C6 Fab complex were grown at the reservoir
solution condition containing 2% w/v polyethylene glycol 400, 0.1M imidazole pH
7.0, 24% w/v polyethylene glycol monomethyl ether 5000. The crystals of globular
head and 100F4 Fab complex were grown at the reservoir solution condition
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containing 4.0M potassium formate, Tris propane pH 9.0, 2% w/v polyethylene
glycol monomethyl ether 2000. The crystals of globular head and AVFluIgG03 Fab
complex were grown at the reservoir solution condition containing 0.2M potas-
sium sodium tartrate tetrahydrate, 20% w/v polyethylene glycol 3350. Crystals were
frozen in liquid nitrogen with cryoprotectant (well solution plus 20% (v/v) glycol)
before data collection. Diffraction data were collected at the BL17U beam line of
the Shanghai Synchrotron Research Facility and processed with HKL2000 (ref. 59).
All data collection and processing statistics are listed in Table 3.

Structural determination and refinement. The structure of globular head was
determined by molecular replacement with the program PHASER60. The search
model is the globular head region of H5 of an avian influenza virus A/Indonesia/5/
2005 (Protein Data Bank ID code 4K62). Three Fab-H5 globular head complex
structures were also determined by molecular replacement. The search models are
the refined H5 globular head structure and the structures of variable and constant
domain of heavy and light chains available in the Protein Data Bank with the
highest sequence identities. Iterative refinement with the program PHENIX and
model building with the program COOT were performed to complete the
structural refinement61. Structure validation was performed with the program
PROCHECK62, and all structural figures were made with PYMOL63. All structural
refinement statistics are listed in Table 3.
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In Fig. 4k of this Article, the first row in the far-right column of the table contains a typographical error and should read ‘VS3’. The
correct version of Fig. 4 appears below.
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